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Abstract
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Diagnostic testing is an integral component of patient evaluation in the emergency department
(ED). Emergency clinicians frequently use diagnostic testing to more confidently exclude “worst
case” diagnoses rather than to determine the most likely etiology for a presenting complaint.
Increased utilization of diagnostic testing has not been associated with reductions in diseaserelated mortality but has led to increased overall healthcare costs and other unintended
consequences (e.g., incidental findings requiring further work-up, unnecessary exposure to
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ionizing radiation or potentially nephrotoxic contrast). Shared decision making (SDM) presents an
opportunity for clinicians to discuss the benefits and harms associated with diagnostic testing with
patients to more closely tailor testing to patient risk. This article introduces the challenges and
opportunities associated with incorporating SDM into emergency care by summarizing the
conclusions of the diagnostic testing group at the 2016 Academic Emergency Medicine Consensus
Conference on SDM. Three primary domains emerged: 1) characteristics of a condition or test
appropriate for SDM; 2) critical elements of and potential barriers to SDM discussions on
diagnostic testing; and 3) financial aspects of SDM applied to diagnostic testing. The most critical
research questions to improve engagement of patients in their acute care diagnostic decisions were
determined by consensus.

INTRODUCTION
Author Manuscript

Diagnostic testing has classically been perceived as definitively establishing the presence or
absence of a discrete disease state. In the emergency department (ED), diagnostic tests are
often aimed at “ruling out” rather than “ruling in” disease, and therefore ED diagnostic
testing often favors sensitivity over specificity.1,2 The focus on a worst-case scenario, rather
than the most likely scenario, has led to increasing rates of diagnostic test utilization in
emergency medicine (EM).3 For many conditions,4,5 this increase has not been associated
with improved patient outcomes, but may have contributed to higher overall ED treatment
costs and other unintended consequences (e.g., incidental findings requiring further work-up,
unnecessary exposure to ionizing radiation or potentially nephrotoxic contrast).6

Author Manuscript

The potential implications of shared decision making (SDM) applied to the use of diagnostic
testing in the ED are profound. Reducing inappropriate utilization of advanced imaging is a
research and public policy priority. The SDM model provides an alternative to standard
diagnostic testing approaches and offers a potential avenue for initiating discussions about
when tests should be completed. The SDM mode, as described by Charles et al7 includes
four essential components:
1.

At least two participants - clinician and patient (or caregiver)

2.

Both parties share information

3.

Both parties take steps to build a consensus about the preferred approach

4.

An agreement is reached on the approach to implement

Author Manuscript

The SDM model has been proposed for use within the context of the ED.8–11 While
conceptually logical, several unique challenges exist. In a recent survey of emergency
physicians, only 56% reported using SDM with their patients. The survey highlighted a
number of potential barriers to the effectiveness of SDM in the ED, including: perceptions
that patients prefer a unilateral directive approach; concern that patients may opt for overly
aggressive approaches; fear of legal liability; time constraints needed to engage patients; and
concern for gaps in patient knowledge.12
In this manuscript, we present challenges and opportunities regarding incorporating SDM
for diagnostic testing in the ED. We summarize the findings from the consensus conference
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breakout sessions that focused on the following three domains: 1) characteristics of a
condition or test appropriate for SDM; 2) critical elements of and potential barriers to SDM
discussions on diagnostic testing; and 3) financial aspects of SDM applied to diagnostic
testing. Critically important research questions that must be answered to help advance SDM
for acute care diagnostic testing are also described.
These consensus recommendations for future research and policy directives emphasize the
critical aspects of the SDM approach that will ultimately empower patients to more actively
participate in decisions regarding their own care.
I. WHAT CHARACTERISTICS OF A CONDITION OR TEST MAKE IT APPROPRIATE FOR
SDM?

Author Manuscript

It would be simplistic to think that every decision that a clinician makes can be shared with
the patient, and a variety of factors affect whether or not SDM is appropriate. Factors related
to the condition or test that can help determine when SDM may or may not be medically
reasonable can be summarized in a conceptual approach (Figure 1) based upon the
following:

Author Manuscript

Pre-test probability of disease—In order to evaluate the appropriateness of SDM for
diagnostic testing, one needs to understand the probability that the patient might have the
clinical condition being evaluated. Patients at intermediate probability of having the
condition being considered are most likely to benefit. Patients at low or high risk are less
likely to benefit, unless the test itself is associated with a likelihood ratio that strongly
indicates the presence or absence of disease. Of note, there are situations in which the use of
a clinical decision rule itself may appropriately involve SDM, and thus the following
discussion of “tests” includes the use of decision rules. Discussions below assume that the
pre-test probability will be altered by the diagnostic test result. Tests that will not
meaningfully alter the pretest probability should not be performed and therefore should not
be considered for SDM.

Author Manuscript

Equipoise—The situation when there is clear-cut evidence suggesting an optimal
diagnostic approach is different from the situation when there is equipoise between two or
more different diagnostic approaches. As an example, for a 55-year-old patient presenting to
the ED with potential acute coronary syndrome, data show no clear difference in patient
outcome whether they receive a coronary computed tomography angiogram or observation
and subsequent stress test. On the other hand, obtaining an electrocardiogram and troponin
in this same patient is standard of care and not a situation where SDM is appropriate.
Although the patient may refuse the electrocardiogram and troponin, this would not
represent SDM as the physician made a clear evidence-based recommendation.
Data available—The availability of data regarding test performance should probably not
affect whether or not SDM is appropriate, but is very important to inform the approach to the
SDM conversation. Ideally, patients could be presented with best options based on the
performance characteristics of the tests being considered to help inform their decision. When
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data regarding test performance characteristics are not well known, the SDM conversation
may be more difficult, but these situations may have the greatest degree of equipoise.
Time to decision—Some of the most critical decisions in EM need to be made in a time
sensitive manner, but this should not be an excuse to avoid SDM. It is well-established that
patients can complete a full informed consent process to determine whether or not they want
to enroll in a clinical trial that requires medication administration within minutes of arrival
in the ED (i.e., stroke, acute myocardial infarction).13 The depth of the SDM conversation
may need to be modified based upon the time sensitivity of the decision, but we should not
lose sight of the fact that patients should still be engaged as able.

Author Manuscript

Benefits and harms of testing—The benefits and harms of tests should be considered
prior to engaging in SDM. One could argue that if the test had 100% sensitivity and
specificity, took 1 minute to complete, was free, would alter outcomes or management, and
was not associated with any harms, there would be no reason to engage in SDM. But such a
test does not exist. The potential harms of testing can include those specific to the patient
(e.g., exposure to ionizing radiation, financial cost to the patient, potential insignificant
incidental findings that lead to harmful downstream testing) as well as the potential harms to
other patients (e.g., delay in other patients’ access to care) or to the healthcare system at
large (e.g., expensive, low-yield tests that contribute to the high-cost of healthcare). The
assessment of harms for each patient may vary based on patient characteristics (such as age
or pregnancy status as it relates to radiation exposure) and other priorities. Furthermore, if a
test has significant potential benefit, SDM may not be necessary.

Author Manuscript

Existence of alternatives—SDM conversations are designed to take place at times when
a decision is needed, often between two or more testing or treatment approaches. Clinicians
may not consider SDM an option for situations where there is only one testing option, but in
these situations there is still a decision to be made: test or not test.
Patient understanding—A patient’s ability to engage in conversation and to understand
the risks and benefits of testing options is essential to effective SDM. The provider must
elicit a patient’s clear understanding of risks and benefits during the conversation to ensure
patient comprehension. While involvement of a healthcare proxy is appropriate, SDM
should not be pursued when a patient (or their proxy) cannot fully comprehend the
discussion.

Author Manuscript

Patient fear—Patients come to the ED because they are concerned about their injury or
illness. Research shows that one of their priorities is alleviation of fear and reassurance,
which all too often involves some form of diagnostic testing.14,15 Campaigns (e.g., Choosing
Wisely16) have identified a number of low value tests to avoid but they do not address the
collateral impact of such testing on patient fear. Excessive use of diagnostic testing cannot
be effectively addressed until we understand each patient’s motivation for seeking care and
develop systems to alleviate their concerns in the absence of diagnostic testing.
Consensus-Derived Highest Priority Research Topics Related to Characteristics of a
Condition or Test Make It Appropriate for SDM
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1.

Determine how to incorporate new practices or emerging testing/
treatments in the setting of an old practice standard.

2.

Define the role of SDM when there is overwhelming evidence that one
approach is diagnostically superior to other approaches yet other test
characteristics (e.g., invasiveness, cost) affect patient decision-making.

3.

Examine how patient fear and symptom uncertainty impact SDM
discussions in the acute care setting.

4.

Explore if there is utility in SDM discussions for situations when there is
not enough evidence to have an evidence-based discussion.

5.

Identify the types of diagnostic tests for which patients are most interested
in SDM.

Author Manuscript

II. CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF A SDM DISCUSSION ON DIAGNOSTIC TESTING IN THE ED
AND POTENTIAL BARRIERS
Effective communication between patients and physicians involves the bilateral sharing of
information, thoughts, and feelings in a manner that is effectively received by both parties.17
Three essential elements must be present for SDM to occur:

Author Manuscript

1.

Both the health care provider and the patient must recognize and
acknowledge that a decision is required;

2.

The patient and clinician must know and understand the best available
evidence concerning the risks and benefits of each option; and

3.

Decisions must take into account both the provider’s guidance and the
patient’s values and preferences.18

Author Manuscript

It is critical within a SDM discussion to assess each patient’s desired role and to have
effective communication of the relevant information. Potential barriers to effective
communication in SDM discussions on diagnostic testing in the ED and suggested
approaches to overcome these barriers are discussed below and summarized in Table 1.
Understanding the best evidence available requires comprehension of potentially complex
information, which may be impacted by patient literacy and numeracy,19,20 as well as by the
acuity of the presentation and ED environment. Similarly, incorporation of patient
preferences may involve efforts to understand the role of other cultures or languages of
patients.21 The most commonly used scale to measure the extent to which clinicians involve
patients in decision-making is the “Observing patient involvement in decision-making”
(OPTION) scale (Figure 2).22 Clinicians are judged on how well they inform patients about
options and consequences; whether they ensure that patients have understood the
information; whether they discuss concerns, expectations, and preferences; and how well
they guide patients through the decision making process.
Role of literacy and numeracy—Patients need to understand concepts of risk and
probability to make informed choices about diagnostic tests and treatment.23–30 Low health
literacy and poor comprehension are common and unlikely to be acknowledged by patients.
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Low literacy is more common in people over age 65, without a high school education, in
minority population groups or immigrants, and in patients with chronic diseases.31,32
Patients with lower education, limited health literacy, lower trust in physicians and limited
English language proficiency are more likely to report suboptimal SDM.19,20

Author Manuscript

Compared to those with higher literacy levels, patient with lower literacy ask fewer
questions during a medical encounter and are less likely to request additional services or
more information.33 Recommendations to improve health communications so that patients
can participate in SDM include: assessing literacy (through standardized assessment and
clues indicating skills); use of plain language; use of concrete and specific phrases; use of
multiple forms of communication, including written, oral, and visual; encouragement of
questions from patients; and confirmation of patient comprehension (e.g., teach back). In
addition, when providing numeric information, best practices include: expressing
probabilities in terms of numbers rather than percentages (e.g., 1 in 20 rather than 5%);
keeping the denominator consistent (e.g., do not change between 1 in 10 and 1 in 1000); and
avoiding relative risk.
Interventions to improve care and outcomes for patients with limited health literacy include
those at the clinician-patient level (e.g., patient-centered communication, clear
communication techniques, teach-to-goal methods, and reinforcement), at the system-patient
level (e.g., clear health education materials, visual aids, clear medication labeling, selfmanagement support programs, and shame-free clinical environments), and at the
community-patient level (e.g., adult education referrals, lay health educators, and harnessing
the mass media).34

Author Manuscript

Role of other cultures and languages—Incorporating a patient’s values and
preferences should include an exploration of how the community’s and individual patient's
cultural traditions might shape preferences for care. Different tools have been adapted to be
applicable to different cultures.35,36 When treating non-English-speaking patients in the
absence of a bilingual physician or professional interpreter, the increased potential for
miscommunication often leads to conservative decision making and increased use of
expensive diagnostic testing.37 Simple, non-medical or layman terms phrases facilitate
involvement in the decision-making process.

Author Manuscript

Role of decision aids—Decision aids can help patients understand and remember the
evidence presented in a SDM conversation as well as communicate their personal
preferences. Decision aids provide information about the nature of options and their
attributes.8,38 Decision aids have been found to increase patient knowledge and engagement
in decision making and decrease healthcare utilization when used for SDM conversations in
the ED.8 Validated clinical decision rules present emergency physicians with a simplified
schematic to engage in SDM about diagnostic testing and several are already routinely used
in practice (e.g., NEXUS for cervical spine imaging, PERC rule for pulmonary
embolism).1,2
Role of technology—Health technology has been used to implement SDM.39
Computerized aids have the advantage of tailoring information to individual user
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characteristics, with interactive and advanced visual features to facilitate participant
involvement.40 Use of computer-based aids has been found to achieve similar improvement
on knowledge of options and outcomes when compared to non-computerized aids. The
interactive components, such as self-assessment and feedback modules, significantly
improved knowledge and accuracy of risk expectations.40
Consensus-Derived Highest Priority Research Topics Related to Critical Elements of a SDM
Discussion on Diagnostic Testing in the ED

Author Manuscript

1.

Determine what information patients and clinicians should communicate
in SDM discussions.

2.

Investigate how patient acuity impacts the assessment of whether SDM is
appropriate.

3.

Define the patient's desired role for SDM regarding diagnostic testing in
the acute care setting.

4.

Explore methods to assess each patient’s desired level of participation in
the SDM process.

5.

Develop approaches to modify SDM discussions in the setting of varying
patient health literacy and cultural beliefs.

III. FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF SDM AND DIAGNOSTIC TESTING

Author Manuscript

Financial considerations and SDM—Previous research suggests that SDM can
substantially decrease overall healthcare costs, particularly for conditions with multiple
clinically-appropriate treatment options and high practice variability.41,42 For example, one
study found that use of SDM in elective orthopedic surgery reduced surgical costs by 12–
21%.42

Author Manuscript

Research on healthcare costs and SDM in the ED has been sparse. In a recent survey of ED
patients, 63% had never discussed the cost of ED care with a provider and 17% had concerns
about their ability to pay for care.43 None of the patients with a concern about their ability to
pay discussed this with their provider. The most common reasons that patients did not
initiate a conversation about costs included lack of face-to-face time with the provider, belief
that the provider should focus on treatment without considering costs, and a belief that the
provider was not the appropriate person at the hospital with whom to discuss costs.
Additionally, 27% of patients reported that they did not fill a prescription or did not attend a
follow-up appointment due to cost. Among the 24 resident physicians practicing in this ED,
63% considered the cost of care they were delivering at least once per shift, but only 21%
discussed costs with patients.44 These findings highlight tremendous opportunity to improve
communication about healthcare costs between ED providers and patients. Advanced
diagnostic imaging, which includes computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), and ultrasound, accounts for perhaps the greatest costs in the ED other than
the costs associated with hospital admission. In fact, advanced diagnostic imaging comprises
the bulk of the cost burden of all testing in the ED.45 Moreover, considerable practice
variation and overuse of certain advanced imaging modalities make diagnostic testing a
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prime target for research on SDM in the ED.46 Promising topics for study include methods
to safely reduce CT use for minor head trauma, evaluation for pulmonary embolism, and
kidney stones.47–49

Author Manuscript

A SDM approach that includes a clinician-patient discussion about both the medical
appropriateness of a test as well as the cost to the patient has the potential to decrease
unnecessary testing and improve patient satisfaction with the decision-making process.
However, a major barrier to this approach is a lack of knowledge among providers about the
cost of specific diagnostic tests to specific patients. Informed discussions about the cost of
diagnostic testing would require accessible and accurate information about both total and
out-of-pocket costs based on a patient’s healthcare insurance plan. While significant
investment would be required to generate and maintain logbooks of the cost for commonly
ordered diagnostic tests in the ED, these records could be essential for meaningful
discussions with patients about what diagnostic tests to pursue.

Author Manuscript

Potential financial stakeholders—Financial stakeholders in ED-based SDM may
include the following (when applicable): the patient, the insured (parent, spouse, etc.), the
insurance carrier, the insured’s employer, the treating physician, other physicians who
interpret the test (e.g., radiologist for plain films, CT, MRI; cardiologists for stress imaging
studies) and the hospital providing care. In addition to reducing overall healthcare costs, use
of SDM to drive down testing may improve ED throughput and increase the overall number
of ED patients that a clinician may treat in their shift thus improving efficiency. However, in
the current United States (US) health care system, decreasing testing may lower revenue for
hospitals and physicians by reducing medical complexity with lower Evaluation and
Management codes leading to a reduction in Relative Value Units, and less billing for
interpretation of diagnostic tests. This concern will likely be mitigated as we move toward a
more value-based health care system.

Author Manuscript

Role of the payer and influence on decisions—Several other major knowledge and
research gaps exist regarding the impact of patient characteristics, patient- clinician
relationships, and insurance coverage. For example, a preliminary simulation study suggests
that clinician counseling in a neonatal setting varies depending on the race and insurance
status of the expectant patient.50 As the number of US patients with high-deductible health
plans continues to grow as a result of the Affordable Care Act, there is concern that enrollees
with low socioeconomic status may forgo emergency care due to burdensome out-of-pocket
costs.51,52 It is possible that patients subject to different insurance with varying copays,
deductibles, or bundled-payment plans may make very different choices; the impact of
similar factors in the ED setting have not yet been elucidated.
Medicolegal Considerations—The issue of medicolegal concerns related specifically to
decisions that are made with SDM arose as an issue of critical importance to the Work
Group. It is currently unknown whether decisions made with SDM will be seen as adhering
to best clinical practices by the court system. It was also acknowledged, however, that
medicolegal concerns are provider-centered, while SDM is patient-centered, and thus
medicolegal concerns should not be prioritized in the development and implementation of
SDM processes.
Acad Emerg Med. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 December 01.
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Consensus-Derived Highest Priority Research Topics Related to Financial Aspects of SDM
and Diagnostic Testing
1.

Identify the primary barriers that limit clinicians’ ability to provide
patients with accurate, real-time costs for common diagnostic tests.

2.

Explore potential financial incentives that payers could offer to optimize
the use of SDM and decision aids in the acute care setting.

3.

Determine what medicolegal concerns about performing/not performing a
diagnostic test impact whether an EM clinician deems SDM appropriate.

Conclusions
Author Manuscript

SDM presents an opportunity for the provider and patient to discuss the benefits and harms
associated with diagnostic testing with a goal of more appropriate test utilization. Three
primary domains emerged from the 2016 Academic Emergency Medicine consensus
conference diagnostic testing work group: 1) characteristics of a condition or test
appropriate for SDM; 2) critical elements and potential barriers of SDM discussions on
diagnostic testing; and 3) financial aspects of SDM applied to diagnostic testing. The most
critical research questions to improve engagement of patients in their acute care
management were determined by consensus and presented.
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Figure 1.

Conceptual Approach to Determine Appropriateness of SDM for Diagnostic Testing
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Table 1
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Barriers and facilitators of effective communication in SDM discussion on diagnostic testing in the ED

Author Manuscript

Barriers

Facilitators

Patient characteristics

Being in poor health
Cognitive impairments (e.g., dementia, intoxication)

Limited debility and intact cognition
Prior exposure to a similar process

Decision characteristics

Significant decisions are a barrier and facilitator
Timing relative to the disease course (e.g., will the diagnostic test
change management)

Significant decisions are a barrier and
facilitator

Interaction Characteristics

Power imbalance in the patient– clinician relationship
The desire to be a ‘‘good’’ patient and perceived benefits that might
arise (e.g., lack of conflict in the encounter)
Perception that there are ‘‘right’’ and ‘‘wrong’’ decisions
Perceived unacceptability of asking the physician questions and
raising options
These barriers are affected by the patient’s cultural background and
health literacy.

Physicians who effectively listen to
patients, respect their concerns, and
seek to understand individual needs
The presence of an advocate or
caregiver

Patient-reported barriers and facilitators to SDM relate to how the healthcare system is organized (i.e., time available, continuity of care,
organization of workflow and the setting itself) and to what happens in the ED visit (i.e., predisposing factors such as patient characteristics,
interactional influences including the power imbalance between patient and clinician, and SDM encounter and the process itself, including
knowledge gain). Most patient-reported barriers and facilitators are potentially modifiable.
Clinician-reported barriers are time, lack of agreement with the applicability of SDM to the patient, and lack of agreement with the applicability of
SDM to the clinical situation, suggesting clinicians presume that many patients will not benefit from SDM, or do not wish to take part.
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